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Abstract. Point cloud processing and 3D shape understanding are very
challenging tasks for which deep learning techniques have demonstrated
great potentials. Still further progresses are essential to allow artificial
intelligent agents to interact with the real world, where the amount of
annotated data may be limited and integrating new sources of knowledge
becomes crucial to support autonomous learning. Here we consider several
possible scenarios involving synthetic and real-world point clouds where
supervised learning fails due to data scarcity and large domain gaps.
We propose to enrich standard feature representations by leveraging
self-supervision through a multi-task model that can solve a 3D puzzle
while learning the main task of shape classification or part segmentation.
An extensive analysis investigating few-shot, transfer learning and cross-
domain settings shows the effectiveness of our approach with state-of-the-
art results for 3D shape classification and part segmentation.
1 Introduction
Artificial intelligence made great strides in recent years with terrific results in
the area of computer vision. This naturally reflects also in our every-day life
with apps able to collect images and automatically classify objects, detect faces,
recognize places, and much more. Still the task of fully understanding our real
world remains far-fetched for many reasons, ranging from the inherent difficulty
of dealing with a three-dimensional space, as well as time and domain variations
which makes it difficult to learn robust models able to generalize to any new
scenario. Currently, many of those issues are the same that maintain a large
gap between having a smartphone in our hands and a robot at home. Embodied
intelligent systems need more than 2D visual perception: 3D shapes have to be
reliably recognized regardless of the plethora of environmental constraints, and
possibly segmented in their functional parts to allow a robot completing a simple
tasks as can be opening a honey jar.
Thanks to the rise of powerful computational resources, 3D research is also
progressively flourishing together with new ways to collect and describe 3D data.
LiDAR scanners and stereo cameras gave rise to massive point cloud datasets
possibly spanning even large entities such as an entire city. However, they come
with three main drawbacks: point clouds are un-structured, un-ordered and eager
for precise manual annotation due to many possible sources of noise. The first two
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Fig. 1. Overview of the considered real world challenges and of the proposed multi-task
approach. We deal with different domains covering real and synthetic 3D point clouds
as well as several learning settings across domains and scarce annotations
properties make typical convolutional neural networks (CNN) unsuitable for point
clouds. Possible solutions consists in rendering point clouds to multiple 2D views
or pre-processing them with a voxelization procedure to make data suitable for
3D CNN, but these techniques are either computationally expensive or come with
inevitable loss of information and with negative effects on the overall recognition
or segmentation performance. The third property has initially guided research
towards very well lab-controlled and synthetic CAD object datasets where la-
beling is simpler. However, the most recent results on those kind of testbed are
witnessing a trend of performance saturation raising the question of how to move
forward. All these challenges describe a research area in need of new deep learning
models able to deal with large amount of unsupervised real-world point cloud data.
We can summarize the contributions of our work as following:
1. we design a new research landscape by tackling at once several aspects
of cross-domain adaptive learning for 3D vision in real world scenarios. Recent
2D image analysis literature has shown how the lack of data annotation and
the possible domain shift issues can be alleviated by integrating different source
of knowledge in the learning process through Transfer Learning (TL), Domain
Adaptation (DA) and Generalization (DG). Self-supervised learning has also
shown to be a helpful support (see Section 2 for an overview). We investigate
how to follow this trend for 3D tasks.
2. we propose a new multi-task end-to-end deep learning model for point clouds
that combines supervised and self-supervised learning (see Fig. 1). Specifically we
define a deep architecture that solves 3D puzzles while jointly training a main
recognition task. We show how these two tasks complement each other making
the obtained model (a) more precise in case of large amount of labeled data, (b)
more robust in case of scarce labeled data, (c) easier to transfer for adaptation
and (d) more reliable for out of domain generalization.
3. we present extensive experiments across three different point clouds datasets:
our multi-task method outperforms the standard supervised learning baseline and
defines the new state-of-the-art for both shape classification and part segmentation
in the most challenging real world settings.
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2 Related Work
How to use powerful deep learning methods for supervised learning of classification
and segmentation models on point clouds is an extremely active area of research.
Early approaches roots back to PointNet [31], a MLP architecture combining
symmetry and spatial transform functions to learn point features which are
then aggregated into global shape representations. PointNet++ [32] extended
the previous model by hierarchically combining multiple PointNet modules.
PointCNN [24] maps shape vertices to a canonical space where their order
is preserved and therefore allows the application of traditional convolutional
operators on them. Many other solutions have also been proposed with the aim
of extending convolutional filters on point clouds either in the spatial [28,47,3,43]
or in the spectral domain [4,42,50].
Self-supervised learning is a framework recently achieving large attention
in the 2D computer vision community. It deals with originally unlabeled data
for which a supervised signal is obtained by first hiding part of the available
information and then trying to recover it. This procedure is generally indicated
as pretext task and possible examples are image completion [30], colorization
[54,18], patch reordering [11,29] and rotation recognition [14]. The solution of
the pretext task captures high-level semantic knowledge from the data so that
the learned representation can be transferred to other downstream tasks as a
powerful warm-up initialization. Self-supervision has shown to be relevant also
to describe 3D structures. Recent works proposed autoencoder-based approaches
to reconstruct 3D point clouds [22,55] and methods to deform a 2D grid onto
the underlying 3D object surface [48]. In [15] point clouds are split into a front
and a back half from several angles and a model is trained to predict one from
the other. A network to verify whether two randomly sampled parts from the
dataset belong or not to the same object is presented in [53], while [36] proposes
to reconstruct point clouds whose parts have been randomly rearranged. Finally,
reconstruction, clustering, and self-supervised classification are combined together
in [16], defining a fully unsupervised multi-task approach for feature learning.
The pretext and downstream stages define a particular case of Transfer
Learning where unsupervised data is exploited to support supervised learning
on a task of interest. In many real world applications, despite unlabeled data
may be freely available, their distribution can significantly differ from that of
the supervised data at hand, rising the extra issue of how to deal with a domain
shift for which the transfer procedure may backfire. A similar problem holds
also when the unsupervised collection is not an extra source of knowledge, but
corresponds instead to the test on which we need to evaluate a supervised model.
For instance, when train and test data are respectively drawn from photos and
painting or from virtual reality simulators and real world pictures. Domain
Adaptation literature focuses on this scenario supposing that the unsupervised
test data is transductively available at training time. Many adaptive solutions
have been proposed in the last years for 2D vision problems involving either
feature alignment strategies with dedicated losses [25,26,38,2], ad-hoc network
layers [27,7] or adversarial learning [12,39]. Several recent works also involve
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generative style transfer methods [34,17], reconstruction penalties [13,21,5] or
feature norms constraints [46]. An even wider and more challenging problem
is the one tackled by Domain Generalization. In this case, the specific target
data are not provided at training time and the goal is that of learning a model
robust to any kind of new domain shift that can appear during deployment.
Only few works have shown good results in this setting, mainly considering
feature alignment among multiple data sources when available [13,21,23,8], data
augmentation [37,41], and meta-learning [19,20]. Most recently, self-supervised
learning has also shown promising results in the DA and DG scenarios [6,45,51].
Our approach connects all the described frameworks in a novel way. Instead
of using one [15,36] or multiple [53,16] self-supervised tasks as pretext, we con-
sider self-supervision as an auxiliary objective to be optimized jointly with the
supervised one in a multi-task model. Specifically, we choose to define and solve
3D puzzles while learning to classify or segment 3D shapes. We focus on real
word point clouds which may be severely cluttered with noise and background
points [40]. Our analysis largely extends that recently presented in [33] which
has just started to investigate DA for 3D point clouds and does not tackle DG
nor TL and other challenging settings like semi-supervised learning.
3 Method
The Intuition. At the basis of our work there is the intuition that 3D point cloud
understanding can still be extremely challenging even when supervised knowledge
is provided. This becomes particularly true when moving from synthetic to real-
world data and tasks. Due to their un-ordered nature, how to properly exploit
local neighbours and at the same time taking into account the global structure
of the 3D shape is quite challenging. Self-supervised learning is helpful in this
respect: a simple task like solving a 3D puzzle leverages on the spatial co-location
of shape parts and exploits reliable knowledge on relative point positions both at
global and local level. Thus, while learning to solve a 3D puzzle we gain useful
knowledge that can support recognition at different scales (whole object and
parts). We design our learning model as a multi-task deep network where a main
recognition task and the self-supervised puzzle task jointly learn a shared data
representation.
More Formally. Let us assume to observe data S = {(xi,yi)}Ni=1 where each
sample xi = {pi1,pi2, . . . ,piK} is a un-ordered set of K 3D points pik ∈ R3
described by their Euclidean coordinates. The corresponding label yi depends on
the specific task at hand. In case of shape classification, yi = yi ∈ {1, . . . , C} is a
scalar denoting one out of C object categories. For part segmentation, instead, yi
is a K-dimensional vector with each component yik ∈ {1, . . . , Q} where Q is the
number of object parts. In the following we will refer either to classification or
part segmentation as our main task and we will describe how each of them can
be jointly learned with the auxiliary self-supervised task of 3D puzzle solving.
Our multi-task model can be described as the combination of two parametric
non-linear functions: Φθf ,θm and Ψθf ,θp , where the subscripts of the parameters
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Fig. 2. Our multi-task architecture with PN (top) and PN++ (bottom) backbone used
for shape classification. We refer the interested reader respectively to [31] and [32] for
the details of each component. Color scheme: green = input data, blue = parametric
layer, white = non-parametric layer, grey = output features, red = loss function
θ refer respectively to the feature extraction (f), main task (m), and puzzle
solution (p) modules of our deep network. The feature encoder is shared between
the two functions and is in charge of summarizing the local and global geometric
information from the input point cloud to a richer latent space. For each sample x
that enters the network, Φθf ,θm(x) is the output of the feature extractor and final
fully connected part of the network. It is finally compared to its corresponding
ground-truth label through the loss function Lm(Φθf ,θm(x),y) which measures
the prediction error on the main task.
The auxiliary function Ψ deals with a puzzled variant x˜ = P(x) of the original
input point cloud. To get it, we start from x, scale it to unit cube and split each
axis into l equal lengths intervals forming l3 voxels which are labeled according
to their original position. Each vertex contained inside a voxel inherits its label.
Finally, all the voxels are randomly swapped, producing a new shuffled point
cloud. We indicate with S˜ = {(x˜i, y˜i)}Ni=1 the obtained puzzled samples where the
voxel position label for each point is yik ∈ {1, . . . , l3}. Once these new displaced
data are encoded in the feature latent space, a second network head focuses on
solving the 3D puzzle problem by minimizing the auxiliary loss that measures
the reordering error Lp(Ψθf ,θp(x˜), y˜) in terms of difference between the assigned
voxel label and the correct one per point. Overall we train the network to obtain
the optimal model through
argmin
θf ,θm,θp
N∑
i=1
Lm(Φθf ,θm(xi),yi) + αLp(Ψθf ,θp(x˜i), y˜i), (1)
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where both Lm and Lp are cross-entropy losses. Note that, while the first loss
deals only with original samples, the second involve both original and puzzled
samples, given the random nature of the voxel shuffling procedure.
Hyper-parameters and Implementation Choices. The described learning problem
has one main hyper-parameters α, which weights the self-supervised loss and
balances its importance with respect to the main supervised task. Since we exploit
self-supervision as an auxiliary objective we reasonably assign less importance to
it with respect to the main task and set α = 0.6 for all our analysis. A further
parameter of the problem is the axis quantization step used to define the puzzle
parts: we set l = 3. An ablation analysis on both α and l is provided in sec. 4.5.
To realize our model we built over two well known and reliable architectures:
PointNet (PN) and PointNet++ (PN++) by extending their structure with
the inclusion of a new ending branch dedicated to 3D puzzle resolution. Figure
2 illustrates the corresponding architectures for our multi-task approach. By
investigating both of these backbones we can highlight the effect of the context
information learned by the puzzle to different ways of dealing with point clouds.
Indeed the first architecture basically learn on each point independently and only
accumulates the final features, while the second follows a multi-scale strategy
with a heuristic point grouping at separate layers.
4 Experiments
4.1 Settings
We consider several experimental settings involving a source dataset S divided
into two disjoint parts Strain, Stest, a possible extra set of unlabeled data from
a different source domain S ′ and an unlabeled target domain T , different from
both S and S ′. We list them below:
Single Domain (SD): the whole set of annotated samples from Strain are available
for supervised learning. We test on the portion Stest of the same original dataset.
Few-Shot (FS): it considers the case of limited training samples. We reduce the
cardinality of Strain at different percentage scales and we evaluate on Stest.
Semi-Supervised (SS): this setting is analogous to the previous one but the
percentage of samples which is not included in Strain can still be used as unlabeled
data during training.
Transfer Learning (TL): besides the annotated data from S, a further set of
unlabeled samples from a different domain S ′ is available at training time. In
this case, when running the multi-task approach, we feed the self-supervised task
with the extra unlabeled samples while the supervised data is only used for the
main task. The final evaluation is performed on Stest.
Domain Generalization (DG): this setting is analogous to SD but differs in the
evaluation phase, where the performance is computed on the target collection T
(belonging to a different domain).
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Domain Adaptation (DA): both the supervised data S and the unsupervised
target data T are available at training time and enter the self-supervised part of
our multi-task method. Instead the main task is learned only on the supervised
S. As standard practice, the final model is evaluated on T data.
4.2 Datasets
Synthetic data from ModelNet: ModelNet40 [44] contains 12311 3D CAD models
from 40 man-made object categories. We use the official dataset split, consisting
of 9843 train and 2468 test shapes. By following [31], from each CAD model we
extract a point cloud by uniformly sampling 2048 vertices from the faces of the
synthetic mesh. Each point cloud is then centered in the origin and scaled to fit
in the unit sphere.
Synthetic data from ShapeNet: ShapeNet is one of the largest repositories of
annotated 3D models. We use two variants of it depending on the annotations
required by the main task we aim to solve. ShapeNetCore [9] contains 51300 clean
3D CAD models from 55 different classes, each annotated with the object category.
ShapeNetPart [49] contains 16881 3D shapes from 16 different categories. We
use the official dataset split containing 12137 train, 1870 validation, and 2874
test shapes. Each shape is annotated with 2 to 6 parts, for a total of 50 distinct
parts among all categories. To reduce the high variability of vertex density across
different categories, 2048 vertices are randomly sampled from each shape. Also
in this case each point cloud is normalized to fit in the unit sphere.
Real-world data from ScanObjectNN: ScanObjectNN [40] is a recent dataset con-
taining 2902 3D scans of real-world objects from 15 categories (mostly furniture)
originated from ScanNet [10]. Real-world 3D scans are much more challenging
than CAD models due to the presence of acquisition artifacts such as vertex noise,
non-uniform vertex density, missing parts, and occlusions. Moreover, real-world
data contains background vertices, which are absent in the synthetic models
of ModelNet and ShapeNet. Several variants of the ScanObjectNN dataset are
provided. The vanilla version OBJ_ONLY is the closest to synthetic datasets since
it contains only foreground vertices. OBJ_BG contains the same shapes but with
the addition of background vertices. Finally, there are the most challenging cases
where 50% Translation, Rotation around the gravity axis and Scaling along each
axis are applied to 3D scans: PB_T50_RS_BG and PB_T50_RS, respectively with
and without background. Interestingly, 11 among the 15 categories of ScanOb-
jectNN overlap with the those in ModelNet40, making it suitable for investigating
the domain shift between the two datasets in terms of Domain Generalization
(DG) and Domain Adaptation (DA) experiments.
4.3 Classification Results
We dedicate the first part of our experimental analysis to the main task of shape
classification. The goal is to predict the object category of the observed point
cloud from a set of C classes. We evaluate the performance in terms of overall
accuracy. All reported results are averaged over three runs.
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Table 1. Shape classification accuracy (%) of our multi-task approach with respect to
the main classification baseline (α = 0) implemented on two different backbones (PN
[31], PN++ [32]). In the Transfer Learning (TL) setting, extra unsupervised data sources
are integrated in the learning process as input to the self-supervised task (ShapeNet for
ModelNet40 and ModelNet40 for ScanObjectNN). Suffix BG indicates that the point
clouds contains background vertices
Backbone Method ModelNet40 ScanObjectNN
OBJ_ONLY OBJ_BG PB_T50_RS PB_T50_RS_BG
PN
Baseline 88.65 75.22 70.22 71.37 62.56
Our SD 89.71 75.04 71.26 73.39 65.20
Our TL 90.72 77.45 71.26 73.49 65.61
PN++
Baseline 91.93 84.17 83.99 78.66 77.90
Our SD 92.10 85.89 83.13 79.22 78.00
Our TL 91.58 84.68 84.33 80.46 79.08
Training details. Throughout all the classification experiments we used the
following parameters. When using the PN backbone, we considered a batch size
of 64, Adam optimizer, and an initial learning rate of 0.001 decreased by a factor
of 4 every 20 epochs. When using PN++ we considered a batch size of 64, SGD
optimizer with momentum 0.9, and an initial learning rate of 0.01, decreased
by a factor of 2 every 20 epochs. Data augmentation is performed following
verbatim the procedure proposed by [31], i.e. random vertex jittering drawn from
N (0, 0.01), and random rotation around the shape elongation axis.
Baselines. For all our experiments we use as reference the standard supervised
baseline. It is a naïve variant of our method obtained by setting α = 0 which
simply corresponds to turning off the puzzle solver.
Single Domain. We start by evaluating the performance of our approach in the
most classical scenario when a single domain is available and present the results in
Table 1. We consider as testbed ModelNet40 (C=40) and ScanObjectNN (C=16)
and observe that in both cases our multi-task approach consistently outperforms
the baseline regardless of the used backbone. These results indicate that by
simply solving the auxiliary self-supervised task the learned representation is
better able to capture the object semantics and provides further discriminative
information to the final classifier. The advantage appears particularly evident on
the real world dataset ScanObjectNN with a gain of about 3 percentage points
(pp) for the difficult PB_T50_RS_BG on PN.
Transfer Learning. We also perform two TL experiments considering the availabil-
ity of an extra unsupervised source S ′. The first one considers S = ModelNet40
and S ′ = (5K samples from) ShapeNetCore and aims to analyze knowledge
transfer among two different synthetic domains. The second one considers S =
ScanObjectNN and S ′ = (4K samples from) ModelNet40 and targets knowledge
transfer from synthetic to real point clouds. The cardinality of S ′ was chosen to
have a good balance between unsupervised (S ′) and annotated (S) data. Results
are reported in the third and sixth row of Table 1. Overall we observe a further
improvement up to 1 pp with respect to the previous results without transfer,
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Table 2. Shape classification accuracy (%) of our multi-task approach when the training
set contains a limited amount of annotated data
Backbone Method ModelNet4020% 40% 60% 100%
PN
Baseline 82.94 85.49 87.11 88.65
Our FS 82.09 87.03 88.13 89.71
Our SS 83.06 87.27 88.57 -
PN++
Baseline 85.37 88.25 89.63 91.93
Our FS 86.35 89.59 89.18 92.10
Our SS 86.02 88.41 89.83 -
with the only exception of ModelNet40 and OBJ_ONLY when using the PN++
backbone. Here the extra synthetic information does not seem to provide useful
information. Differently, for PN the advantage is always visible, indicating that
also the backbone choice has a role in the transfer process.
We highlight that, although previous works discussed TL in combination with
self-supervised tasks, their settings differs from ours. In [36] a two-stage pipeline
is proposed: first a 3D puzzle solver is learned in an unsupervised manner on
the whole ShapeNetCore dataset (> 50K models), than the obtained weights are
used to initialize a supervised model. On ModelNet40 this pipeline reaches an
accuracy of 92.4%, a negligible gain over the 92.2% accuracy of the baseline with
random initialization. Considering the amount of extra unsupervised data used
and the different backbone (DGCNN [43]), our 92.1% obtained without extra
information appears upstanding. Another interesting comparison can be done
with the recently proposed multi-task method [40] which combines classification
and segmentation as a possible strategy to deal with real world point clouds. This
approach obtains an accuracy of 80.2% on PB_T50_RS_BG over a baseline of 77.9%,
but requires an additional costly annotation phase (foreground/background mask)
being fully supervised. In contrast, our approach reaches 79.08% accuracy without
using any extra label, confirming the effectiveness of the auxiliary self-supervised
task.
Few-Shot and Semi-Supervised. We focused on ModelNet40 for experiments in
these settings. The results in Table 2 show the performance obtained when the
amount of labeled training data reduces up to only 20% of the original amount.
We can observe that, despite the overall drop in performance, our multi-task
approach in the few-shot (FS) setting maintains its advantage with respect to
the baseline. When considering also the unlabeled data for the semi-supervised
(SS) setting and the PN backbone, we observe a further increase in performance.
Domain Generalization. When training and test data are drawn from two very
different distributions the model learned on the former ones usually fails to
generalize to the latter. Being able to maintain a good performance in this
challenging condition is crucial in all the cases in which obtaining annotated
data of the target domain is not possible. We consider the DG setting when
training on ModelNet40 and testing on ScanObjectNN and report results in
Table 3. Our multi-task approach fully learned only on synthetic data shows a
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Table 3. Shape classification accuracy (%) of our multi-task when training and testing
is done on different domains (DG). If the unlabeled target data is provided at training
time (DA), our multi-task is able to adapt and reduce the domain gap
Domain Generalization and Adaptation
Method ModelNet40 → PB_T50_RS_BG →
OBJ_ONLY OBJ_BG PB_T50_RS PB_T50_RS_BG ModelNet40
PointDAN [33] 56.42 44.84 48.99 34.39 54.66
PN
Baseline 54.74 43.58 44.96 34.25 47.43
Our DG 54.53 49.68 45.22 36.28 39.30
Our DA 58.53 47.58 46.70 35.85 51.54
PN++
Baseline 52.49 44.00 44.83 34.29 47.66
Our DG 57.47 52.42 52.84 38.65 52.88
Our DA 60.4 53.89 54.66 39.63 56.07
3DmFV [3] 30.90 24.00 24.90 16.40 51.50
PointCNN [24] 32.20 29.50 24.60 19.20 49.20
PointNet [31] 42.30 41.10 31.10 23.20 50.90
PointNet++ [32] 43.60 37.70 32.00 22.90 47.40
SpiderCNN [47] 44.20 42.10 30.90 22.20 46.60
DGCNN[43] 49.30 46.70 36.80 27.20 54.70
significant improvement with respect to the baseline with gains up to 6 and 8 pp
in the OBJ_BG and with a still relevant gain of 2 and 4 pp in the most challenging
PB_T50_RS_BG, respectively with PN and PN++. We also consider the inverse
generalization direction from PB_T50_RS_BG to ModelNet40. Here the training
data is affected by various sources of noise and adding the self-supervised task on
PN seems to backfire, increasing the risk of overfitting. On the other way round,
PN++ is more reliable and presents a significant gain of 4 pp.
Domain Adaptation. We also investigated whether our multi-task approach could
close the domain gap when unlabeled target data are available at training time.
DA results in Table 3 provide a positive answer showing a further increase in
performance over the DG results (with few exceptions with PN). A detailed
per-class analysis of both DA and DG results with the PN++ backbone for the
ModelNet40→OBJ_ONLY case is shown in Figure 3. This visualization helps to
understand which are the most difficult cases across domains.
The very recent PointDAN method [33] proposed to solve point-cloud domain
shifts by combining local and global alignment. Local alignment is obtained
trough an attention module that takes into consideration the relationship between
close nodes, while global alignment is performed through maximum classifier
discrepancy [35]. Table 3 shows that our multi-task approach largely outperforms
this solution1. Finally, an overall look at the performance of several recent
point cloud networks is provided in the bottom part of Table 3. The results
1 See the Appendix for an even more extensive comparison.
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Fig. 3. left : Per-class accuracy improvements (w.r.t. baseline): our approach tackles
domain shift with a gain up to 25 pp. right : Real-World shapes from classes ‘Cabinet’
and ‘Desk’ are very difficult to classify across domains due to noise and occlusion.
Here the first column show examples from ModelNet, while the second column from
ScanObject. First two rows are cabinet, the last row is desk
indicate that our multi-task approach establishes the new state-of-the-art for
classification on real world data from synthetic training. Even in the opposite
learning direction from real to synthetic, our model combining supervised and
self-supervised learning shows promising results: the ability to adapt provides it
with a further way to improve over existing references.
4.4 Part Segmentation Results
The second set of our experiments is dedicated to part segmentation, the problem
of assigning each vertex to the shape part to which it belongs to. By following
[31], the quality of the predicted part segmentation is evaluated in terms of the
mean Intersection-over-Union (mIoU) metric. The mIoU of a shape is defined as
the average over its Q parts of the IoU between the ground-truth and predicted
segmentations of each part. The mIoU of a category is defined as the average of
the mIoUs of the shapes it contains.
Training Details. Throughout all the part segmentation experiments we used the
PointNet Segmentation backbone from [31]. We slightly modified the network
architecture introducing a branch for jointly solving the 3D puzzle task, this
branch shares most of the initial network layers with the main segmentation one.
Our modifications does not increase the original segmentation branch capacity.
We used batch size of 64, Adam optimizer, and an initial learning of rate 0.001,
decreased by a factor of 2 every 20 epochs. Data augmentation is applied exactly
as in our classification experiments.
Single Domain and Transfer Learning. Table 4 shows the part segmentation
results obtained by our method on the chair shapes from two challenging subsets
of ScanObjectNN in terms of the evaluation metric used in [40]. In the SD setting
the introduction of self-supervision in the learning process does not improve
over the baseline accuracy. In the TL setting, by considering as extra source of
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Table 4. Part segmentation of chairs from two variants of ScanObjectNN evaluated in
terms of per part average accuaracy (%) and overall accuracy (%)
Dataset Method Bg Seat Back Base Arm Avg. Acc. Overall Acc.
OBJ_BG
Baseline 65.14 87.88 89.73 67.16 58.97 73.02 81.62
Our SD 64.97 87.46 86.27 68.96 57.54 73.04 81.67
Our TL 69.43 86.59 88.71 72.70 61.37 75.76 82.60
PB_T50_R_BG
Baseline 82.06 83.71 75.30 54.75 35.11 66.19 81.13
Our SD 82.02 83.50 77.80 51.53 25.50 64.07 81.31
Our TL 83.08 81.87 79.06 50.71 30.40 64.99 81.82
Fig. 4. Part segmentation of chairs and lamps when only 1% of training data are
available. Each couple shows the baseline prediction (top left) and our approach (bottom
right). The last example show the worst case for the baseline. Black points denotes
predictions whose maximum value was not a chair or lamp part
knowledge S ′ the unlabeled chairs from ModelNet40, our approach proves once
again its effectiveness.
Few-Shot and Semi-Supervised. By following [16] we randomly sample 1% and 5%
of the ShapeNetPart train set to evaluate the point features in a semi-supervised
setting. The results in Table 5 indicate that our multi-task approach, although not
improving over the baseline in the few-shot setting, in the semi-supervised setting
outperforms the current state of the art in the 1% case and practically matches it
in the 5% case. It is interesting to underline that also our best competitor CCD
[16] is a multi-task approach that combines clustering and reconstruction with a
self-supervised classification obtained by learning on the clustering auto-defined
labels. For a more in-depth analysis of our results we plot some visualizations
out of our 1% part segmentation experiment in Figure 4 for chairs and lamps.
Regarding chairs, our multi-task approach seems to allow a better recognition of
the armrests. Indeed the position of these relative small parts of the chair may
be better learned thanks to the puzzle solution task. A similar consideration may
be done for the lamp basis.
Domain Generalization and Adaptation. We focus on the domain shift between
synthetic and real chairs with ShapeNetPart as source and ScanObjectNN as
target. We highlight that ScanObjectNN has some part annotation issue confirmed
by the authors through personal communications, thus we prefer to use only
the OBJ_BG provided subdomain, neglecting the background which is absent
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Table 5. Accuracy (mIoU) for
part segmentation on ShapeNet-
Part with limited annotations.
Method 1% 5%
SO-Net [22] 64.00 69.00
PointCapsNet [55] 67.00 70.00
CCD [16] 68.20 77.70
Baseline 64.52 75.75
Our FS 64.49 75.07
Our SS 71.95 77.42
Table 6. Per part and average accuracy (%) of
chair segmentation. We use the same metric of
Table 4
Part Segmentation - DA/DG
ShapeNetPart → OBJ_BG
Method Seat Back Base Arm Avg.
Baseline 67.85 45.60 84.89 14.87 53.30
our DG 71.80 42.61 84.57 21.48 55.11
our DA 65.70 49.11 85.91 21.40 55.53
(a) DA ModelNet40→OBJ_ONLY (b) DA ModelNet40→PB_T50_RS_BG (c) SS ShapeNetPart 1%
Fig. 5. Parameter (α, l) evaluation in case of cross domain Shape Classification (a,b),
and 1% semi-supervised Part Segmentation (c). The case α = 0 corresponds to the
baseline regardless of the l value. Each experiment is repeated three times and we report
here the average results with their standard deviation
in ShapenNetPart. Table 6 collects the results confirming also in this case the
advantage of our multi-task approach over the supervised learning baseline.
4.5 Ablation Analysis
As indicated in sec. 3 our approach has two main hyperparameters. One related
to the learning model (α) and the other needed to define the puzzled data (l).
We analyze how much our method is sensitive to their variation by considering
different values of α = {0.4, 0.6, 0.8} and three different puzzle decomposition
settings with l = {2, 3, 4}. In particular we focus on the DA shape classification
with PN backbone on ModelNet40 as source and OBJ_ONLY, PB_T50_RS_BG as
target. We also consider part segmentation SS with PN segmentation backbone
on 1% of ShapeNetPart. Figure 5 confirms that on average l = 3 is the best choice:
intermediate between the minimum decomposition of an object into 23 = 8 big
parts and the very fine decomposition into 43 = 64 parts. On the other hand, for
the puzzle loss weight, our standard choice α = 0.6 can be improved by passing
to α = 0.8, which indicates that it is possible to get an even further advantage
with an ad hoc finetuned choice of the parameters. Overall there is a trade off
between the two considered hyper-parameters: the auxiliary task can have a low
weight as far as the number of puzzle part is high and vice-versa. This discussion
holds both for DA shape classification and part segmentation results. In the latter
case the difficulty of dealing with l = 4 is even more evident.
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Original Epoch = 0 Epoch = 10 Epoch = 20 Ground-truth
Fig. 6. Visualization of 3D puzzle progressively solved by our model. First row : the
shuffled parts of the lamp are almost uniformly wrong at the beginning. The voxels
are then identified during training. Second row : annotating the correct voxel appears
particularly difficult for this table due to multiple similar subparts. Third row : for the
airplane it seems easy to get coherent predictions but the voxel identity is initially
mistaken and progressively corrected in the following epochs
4.6 Qualitative Analysis of Puzzle Solution
For a qualitative analysis of the learning process we show in Figure 6 how the
puzzle is progressively solved at different epochs. Initially the annotation is quite
confused, but then the model quickly improves by identifying to which decomposed
voxel the sample part should belong to, and colors the points accordingly.
5 Conclusions
In this work we investigated how to deal with 3D labeled and unlabeled data pos-
sibly coming from different domains and with data annotation scarcity. To tackle
these real world challenges we proposed a multi-task approach that combines
supervised and self-supervised learning and showed with an extensive evaluation
that it produces the new state-of-the-art for both shape classification and part
segmentation on cross-domain and few-shot real world settings. We see this work
as a first exciting step towards a new family of methods better able to generalize
and adapt to novel testing conditions for 3D point clouds. Our choice of the
specific self-supervised task of solving 3D puzzle is indeed just one of the many
possible that deserve attention for future work.
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Appendix
A Relation to other Puzzle Solvers
We designed our puzzle solver with the aim of making it easily compatible with
the main supervised objective in a multi-task model specifically tailored for 3D
problems. Indeed our learning architecture is trained by jointly optimizing both
the puzzle and the main supervised task. This makes our approach different
from the recently published work [36] that discusses a 3D puzzle task whose
self-supervised model is learned in isolation and only in a second phase transferred
to a down-stream task. On the other hand, a related work exploiting supervised
and self-supervised multi-task learning is [6] where, however, the puzzle task is
defined in 2D with a completely different logic with respect to that proposed in
our work. Specifically in [6] the whole puzzled sample is described by a single
index which identifies the voxels’ permutation and the puzzle task is formalized
as a classification problem to predict that index. This implementation does not
have a straightforward extension to 3D because it does not deal properly with the
non-Euclidean nature of point clouds, and makes the puzzle particularly difficult
in case of empty voxels. A practical case would be that of having l = 3 or l = 4
as discussed in sec. 4.5, where among the large number of voxels, only a limited
amount will contain some point. In a preliminary set of experiments we tested
this global classification strategy observing poor results. This happens because
the self-supervised task is not able to provide local auxiliary information and the
multi-task model does not show any advantage wrt the single-task supervised
baseline. Our model is instead tailored for 3D problems: we assign a label to
each object voxel, which is inherited by the vertices of the point cloud contained
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Table 7. Cross-Domain accuracy (%) on PointDAN [33] dataset. We compare Our
approach against PointDAN and the method proposed in the recent pre-print [1] on top
of the same PointNet [31] feature extractor. We refer to ModelNet-10 as M, ShapeNet-10
as S and ScanNet-10 as S*
Method M→S M→S* S→M S→S* S*→M S*→S Avg.
PointDAN [33] 80.2±0.8 45.3±2.0 71.2±3.0 46.9±3.3 59.8±2.3 66.2±4.8 61.6
RegRec [1] 80.0±0.6 46.0±5.7 68.5±4.8 41.7±1.9 63.0±6.7 68.2±1.1 61.2
RegRec + PCM [1] 81.1±1.1 50.3±2.0 54.3±0.3 52.8±2.0 54.0±5.5 69.0±0.9 60.3
Our 81.6±0.6 49.7±1.4 73.6±0.5 41.9±0.9 65.9±0.7 68.1±1.6 63.5
in that voxel. After shuffling, the puzzle solver performs a per-point voxel label
prediction. Since the focus is on the points and not on the voxels, the issue of
empty voxels does not affect our approach.
B Further Experimental Comparisons in the DA Setting
In sec. 4.3 we discussed the experimental comparison of our approach against
PointDAN [33], which is, at the time of writing, the only publication focusing on
3D pointcloud classification across domains. We extend here the evaluation on
the dataset proposed in [33], built upon 10 overlapping object classes between
ModelNet-10 (M), ShapeNet (S) and ScanNet [10] (S*). The first two are synthetic
data collections, while the last is a real-world dataset from RGB-D scans.
We consider each 3D object aligned with respect to the upward direction and
unit-cube scaled. During training we perform the standard data augmentation
described in previous experiments: random angle y-axis rotation and random
vertex jittering drawn from N (0, 0.01). We also compare our result with a very
recent pre-print [1] which presents a domain adaptation approach based on the
combination of region reconstruction (RegRec) and a training procedure based
on the Mixup method [52] (Point Cloud Mixup, PCM ). The first is indeed a
self-supervised strategy, while the second is a training procedure that exploits
linear combination of samples.
As shown in Table 7, even in this setting our multi-task approach outperforms
PointDAN. With respect to the method in [1], the direct comparison with RegRec
shows that this self-supervised reconstruction task is less powerful with respect
to our 3D puzzle solver for adaptation. Moreover, the results seem quite unstable
as shown by the large standard deviation for the M → S∗ and S∗ → M cases.
The only advantage is provided by the PCM method for some of the domain
pairs. Still, on average the results remain in favour of our method.
